ABSTRACT. Let C ⊂ P g−1 be a canonically embedded nonsingular nonhyperelliptic curve of genus g and let X ⊂ P g−1 be a quadric containing C. Our main result states among other things that the Hilbert scheme of X is at [C ⊂ X] a local complete intersection of dimension g 2 − 1, and is smooth when X is. It also includes the assertion that the minimal obstruction space for this deformation problem is in fact the full associated Ext 1 -group and that in particular the deformations of C in X are obstructed in case C meets the singular locus of X. As we will show in a forthcoming paper, this has applications of a topological nature.
STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
Throughout this paper we work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let C be a smooth nonhyperelliptic projective curve of genus g (so that g > 2) and regard C as embedded in P :=P(H 0 (C, Ω C )). It is well-known that the Hilbert scheme of P is smooth at C ⊂ P of dimension 3g − 3 + g 2 − 1(= dim M g + dim PGL g ) and that the canonical embedding is unique modulo the action of the projective linear group Aut(P) of P. It is also known that when g ≥ 4, C is contained in a quadric hypersurface. Let X ⊂ P be one such quadric. Our main theorem helps us to understand what conditions are imposed on the deformation theory of the C in P by requiring that C stays inside X.
In order to state it we use the following notions and notation. For a variety Z, T Z stands for its Zariski tangent sheaf, i. Theorem 1.1. Let C ⊂ X ⊂ P be as above (so C nonhyperelliptic of genus g ≥ 4). Then:
We shall also show (Corollary 2.7) that when the quadric X is singular and C meets its singular locus, the obstruction space Ext
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let us write aut(P) for the Lie algebra of the projective linear group Aut(P) of P, in other words, the Lie algebra of vector fields on P. We first observe:
is an isomorphism, and the cohomology spaces
all vanish (so that the first order deformations of C in P are unobstructed). Furthermore, the sequence
is exact, where the middle term can be regarded as the tangent space of Hilb(P) at [C] (and has dimension (g 2 − 1) + (3g − 3)).
Proof. The Euler sequence, which describes the tangent sheaf T P of the projective space
Consider its cohomology exact sequence:
The first nonzero map of the first line is just the inclusion of the scalars in End(H 0 (C, Ω C )) (whose cokernel is aut(P)) and the first map of the second line is readily verified to be the isomorphism provided by (Serre) duality. So
If we use the last observation as input for the exact cohomology sequence of the short exact sequence
we obtain the stated exact sequence (where we use that H 0 (C, T C ) = 0).
Lemma 2.2. We have a natural isomorphism
C and an exact sequence
Consider the standard exact sequence of conormal sheaves associated to the chain of embeddings C ⊂ X ⊂ P:
Since X is a hypersurface in P of degree 2, the embedding X ⊂ P is regular with conormal sheaf
∨ . Now C C/P is the conormal sheaf of a regular embedding and so locally free. It follows that ker p is torsion free and (hence) locally free of rank one.
∨ → ker p, being a surjective morphism of invertible sheaves, must be an isomorphism. We thus obtain a locally free resolution of C C/X :
Applying Hom C (−, O C ) to this resolution, gives the exact sequence
The exact sequence of the lemma now follows from the vanishing of H 1 (C, N C/P ).
Corollary 2.3 (=Part (iii) of Theorem 1.1).
Assume that X is nonsingular. Then the cohomology spaces
In particular, the deformations of C in X are unobstructed and
Proof. We prove that the restriction of φ X to the subspace aut(P) ⊂ H 0 (C, N C/P ) is onto; this will clearly imply the corollary. This map is defined as follows: regard A ∈ aut(P) as a vector field on P, restrict it to X so that we get a normal vector field to X in P and then restrict this normal vector field to C and take its image in
, then the lift in question is given by
Since Q is nonsingular, the above map is onto and following Max Noether, the same is true for the map
) and the scalars. But the scalars map under the above map to the multiples of Q and hence vanish when restricted to C. It follows that φ X | aut(P) is onto as asserted.
We next consider the general case. An obstruction theory for the embedding C ⊂ X is given by the vector space Ext 1 C (C C/X , O C ) (cf. Proposition 2.14 in [1] ), but it is not always true that this space consists entirely of obstructions, i.e., is a minimal obstruction space in the sense of Definition 5.5 in [3] . Our main theorem states however that in our situation this is so. In order to show this, we need some preliminary results on Hilbert schemes of canonical curves in quadrics. The Hilbert scheme of quadrics in P is naturally identified with P(Sym 2 H 0 (C, Ω C )). It comes with a universal family of quadrics:
be the open subscheme parameterizing quadrics of rank ≥ 3 and U S → S the restriction of the universal family over S. Denote by Hilb
• (U S /S) the subscheme of the relative Hilbert scheme Hilb(U S /S) whose closed points parameterize the pairs consisting of a nonsingular canonically embedded genus g curve in P and a quadric of rank ≥ 3 in P containing that curve. Note that Hilb
is an open subscheme of Hilb(U S /S) and which comes with a surjective morphism p : Hilb 
Proof. Let Hilb • (P) be the subscheme of Hilb(P) parameterizing nonsingular canonically embedded projective genus g curves in P. It is well known that Hilb
• (P) is a smooth open subscheme of an irreducible component of Hilb(P). Since Hilb(P × S/S) ∼ = Hilb(P) × S, the product Hilb
• (P) × S is identified with a smooth open subscheme of an irreducible component of Hilb(P × S/S).
The S-embedding U S ⊂ P × S induces a morphism
The morphism π : Hilb • (U S /S) → Hilb • (P) obtained by composition with the projection on Hilb
• (P) is a surjection, the fiber of p over a closed point [C ⊂ P] ∈ Hilb(P) being naturally identified with the linear system of quadrics in P containing C (which consists of quadrics of rank ≥ 3). Therefore it is irreducible and hence Hilb
• (U S /S) is irreducible as well.
We claim that a general nonsingular nonhyperelliptic canonically embedded curve C ⊂ P of genus ≥ 4 is contained in a nonsingular quadric. For g = 4, this follows from the description of canonical curves in P 3 as complete intersections of a quadric with an irreducible cubic surface, whereas Petri's and Bertini's theorems imply that for a nonsingular projective curve C of genus ≥ 5, which is neither trigonal nor isomorphic to a plane quintic, the general member of the linear system of quadrics of P containing C is nonsingular: indeed, by Petri's Theorem, the linear system of quadrics containing C has then for base locus the curve C and is without fixed components; by Bertini's Theorem, a general member of this linear system then has no singularities outside of C. But, then again by Petri's Theorem, quadrics generate the canonical ideal and so a general member of this system has no singularities on C either. Therefore a general quadric of P containing C is nonsingular.
By Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 4.4.7 in [2] , the restriction of the morphism p over the locus of S parameterizing nonsingular quadrics is therefore smooth of relative dimension h 0 (C, N C/X ) = g 2 − 1. In order to complete the proof of the lemma, it is enough to show that, given a closed point [X] ∈ S and a closed point [C ⊂ X] ∈ Hilb
• (U S /S) over it, the morphism p : Hilb
is an open subscheme of Hilb(U S /S), we have:
By (ii) of Theorem 2.15 in [1] , there is an inequality:
The exact sequence in Lemma 2.2 gives the identity:
Combining the identities (1) and (3), we get that the inequality (2) is actually an identity. By (iv) of Theorem 2.15 in [1] , this implies that p : Hilb
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It remains to prove parts (i) and (ii). An open neighborhood of the point [C ⊂ X] in the Hilbert scheme Hilb(X) is naturally isomorphic to the fiber of the morphism p : Hilb
• (U S /S) → S over the point [X] ∈ S. Since the fibers of a syntomic morphism are local complete intersections, Lemma 2.4 implies that Hilb(X) is a local complete intersection at the point [C ⊂ X] of dimension g 2 − 1. Let us denote by Obs(C/X) the minimal obstruction space in Ext
By (iv) of Theorem 2.8 in [1] and the identity (3), there is an inequality
Thus the theorem follows.
Remark 2.5. Let Obs S (C/U S ) be the minimal obstruction space in Ext
A corollary of the proof of Lemma 2.4 is that Obs S (C/U S ) = Ext
is also the obstruction space of an obstruction theory for the embedding C ⊂ X, it follows that there is a natural injective linear map i : Obs(C/X) → Obs S (C/U S ). By the functorial property of obstruction theories, the map i has a natural (not necessarily linear) section s : Obs S (C/U S ) → Obs(C/X) induced by specializing to [X] ∈ S the tiny extensions from which the elements of the minimal obstruction space Obs S (C/U S ) arise. We have just proved that i is actually an isomorphism. However, this was not clear a priori. In fact, Obs S (C/U S ) could have contained obstructions coming from tiny extensions which became trivial when specialized to the point [X] ∈ S.
By the local-global spectral sequence for Ext and the vanishing of E 2,0 2 = H 2 (C, N C/X ), there is a short exact sequence:
Lemma 2.6. Let D be the (effective) divisor on C defined by the ideal defining the singular locus of X. Then there is a short exact sequence
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 2.2, we obtained the locally free resolution of C C/X :
∨ → C C/P is best understood in terms of affine local coordinates. Let U be a standard affine open subset of P and q a generator of the ideal of the affine variety U ∩ X. Then q is a local generator for the sheaf O C ⊗ C X/P on U ∩ C and dq is a differential on U whose restriction to U ∩ C vanishes on the tangent fields to U ∩ C and then defines an element of the conormal sheaf I C /I 2 C = C C/X . The restriction of dq to C is just the image of q under the map O C ⊗ C X/P → C C/P .
Since the partial derivatives of q, with respect to a system of affine coordinates in U , define the ideal of the singular locus of X, the O C -dual N C/P → Ω 
